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Nodes in real-world networks are repeatedly observed to form dense clusters, often referred to as communities.
Methods to detect these groups of nodes usually maximize an objective function, which implicitly contains the
definition of a community. We here analyze a recently proposed measure called surprise, which assesses the quality
of the partition of a network into communities. In its current form, the formulation of surprise is rather difficult
to analyze. We here therefore develop an accurate asymptotic approximation. This allows for the development of
an efficient algorithm for optimizing surprise. Incidentally, this leads to a straightforward extension of surprise to
weighted graphs. Additionally, the approximation makes it possible to analyze surprise more closely and compare
it to other methods, especially modularity. We show that surprise is (nearly) unaffected by the well-known
resolution limit, a particular problem for modularity. However, surprise may tend to overestimate the number of
communities, whereas they may be underestimated by modularity. In short, surprise works well in the limit of many
small communities, whereas modularity works better in the limit of few large communities. In this sense, surprise
is more discriminative than modularity and may find communities where modularity fails to discern any structure.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.92.022816
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I. INTRODUCTION

Networks are often used as a model to describe interactions
among components of a system [1,2]. In its simplest form, a
network is composed of a set of vertices (also called nodes) and
a set of edges connecting them. Many real-world systems can
be reduced to this scheme, such as social networks establishing
relations among individuals, proteins interacting within a cell,
or roads connecting different cities [3]. What caught the
interest of the scientific community was that most of these real
networks share high-order structural patterns and dynamics,
such as a wide heterogeneity in the number of neighbors of a
node, the presence of many triangles, or a very low network
diameter [4,5]. Another feature observed in real networks is
the presence of densely connected groups of nodes, known
as communities [6]. Nodes in the same group usually share
similar characteristics or functions, and, therefore, methods to
detect communities in networks are of much interest across
different fields [7–12]
Researchers have proposed numerous strategies to detect
the community structure of a network [6,13–15]. Ultimately,
most methods optimize a given objective function to find
a partition into communities. This function contains, either
explicitly or implicitly, its own definition of a community.
Modularity [16] has been, since its inception, the most extensively used measure for community detection. It belongs to a
wider class of functions in which communities are defined by
Potts model spin states and the quality of the partition is given
by the energy of the system [17,18]. Although this approach
based on statistical mechanics may be appealing, empirical
evidence shows that in many cases these methods are unable to
capture the expected communities of the network [15,19–22].
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In fact, numerous studies have pointed out strong theoretical
limitations of modularity approaches for community detection
[23–29].
A proposed measure based on classical probability, called
surprise [30], has been shown to systematically outperform
modularity-based methods on different benchmarks [15,21].
Here we demonstrate how surprise can be expressed under an
information-theoretic framework by examining its asymptotic
formulation. In particular, we describe surprise in terms of
the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [31]. This asymptotic
formulation allows us to develop, for the first time, an efficient
surprise maximization algorithm. Incidentally, this also points
to a straightforward extension of surprise to weighted graphs.
Additionally, this enables a better analysis of its performance
and allows an analytic comparison to other methods.
In particular, we compare surprise to a modularity model
and the recently introduced measure of significance, which
also detects communities based on the KL divergence [22].
We show that surprise is more discriminative than modularity
using an Erdös-Rényi null model and that significance and
surprise behave relatively similar. Additionally, we analyze
the limitations of community detection, most notably the
resolution limit [23] and the detectability threshold [32]. We
show that surprise is (nearly) unaffected by the resolution limit
and works well in the limit of large number of communities
with fixed community sizes. However, in the limit of large
community sizes with a fixed number of communities, surprise
works worse than ER modularity, as it tends to find smaller
subgraphs within those larger communities.
Apart from the choice of the null model, a key component in
community detection is how the difference between the actual
community structure and the null model is quantified. Relying
on the KL divergence to measure such difference results in
more discriminative methods. We believe that this fact can
improve current and future community detection strategies.
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II. SURPRISE

In general, we denote a graph by G = (V ,E) consisting
of nodes V = {1, . . . ,n} and edges E ⊆ V × V , which has
n = |V | nodes and m = |E| links. The total number of possible
links is denoted by M = ( n2 ), and the ratio of present links
m
p=M
is known as the density of the graph.
The general aim is to find a good partition V =
{V1 ,V2 , . . . ,Vr } of the graph, where each Vc ⊆ V is a set of
nodes, which we call a community. Such communities are
nonoverlapping (i.e.,
 Vc ∩ Vd = ∅ for all c = d) and cover
all the nodes (i.e., Vc = V ). Each community consists of
nc = |V
c | nodes and contains mc = |Ec | edges. Obviously,
then 
c nc = n, but the total number of internal edges
mint = c mc is smaller than the total number of edges, so
that mint  m.
Surprise is a statistical approach to assess the quality of a
partition into communities. Given a graph with n nodes, there
are M = ( n2 ) possible
ways of drawing m edges. Of those,

there are Mint = c ( n2c ) possible ways of drawing an internal
edge. Surprise is then defined as the (minus logarithm of the)
probability of observing at least mint successes (internal edges)
in m draws without replacement from a finite population of size
M containing exactly Mint possible successes [30,33],
 

min(m,M
int
 int ) Miint M−M
m−i
S(V) = − ln
,
(1)
M 
i=mint

m

which derives from the hypergeometric distribution.
A. Asymptotic formulation

However, this formulation presents some difficulties. It is
not straightforward to work with, nor is it simple to implement in an optimization procedure, mainly due to numerical
computational problems. Since we are usually interested in
relatively large graphs, an asymptotic approximation may
provide a good alternative. The asymptotic expansion we
consider here assumes that the graph grows, but that the relative
number of internal edges q = mmint and the relative number
of expected internal edges q = MMint remains fixed. By only
considering the dominant term, we obtain a simple and elegant
approximation (see Appendix A),
S(V) ≈ mD(q q),

(2)

where D(x y) is the KL divergence,
D(x y) = x ln

x
1−x
+ (1 − x) ln
.
y
1−y

(3)

The KL divergence measures the distance between two
probability distributions (although it is not a proper metric),
within this case the Bernoulli probability distributions x, 1 − x
and y, 1 − y. Notice that, in general, D(x y) = D(y x). In
this case, q and q denote the probability that a link lies (or is
expected to lie) within a community. Whenever q = q, we
have that D(q q) = 0 and, otherwise, D(q q) > 0. Since
we are looking for relatively dense communities, we generally
have q > q.
The original formulation of surprise in Eq. (1), based on a
hypergeometric distribution, can be accurately approximated
by a binomial distribution. The only difference between both

approaches is that in the former links are drawn without
replacement. Consider again q = mmint , the fraction of internal
edges in the partition, and q = MMint , the expected fraction
of internal edges. The binomial formulation of surprise would
then be
min(m,M
 int ) m
qi (1 − q)m−i .
(4)
S(V) = − ln
i
i=m
int

The asymptotic development for the dominant term of binomial surprise is simpler. We use Stirling’s approximation,
 
 
n
k
,
(5)
ln
≈ nH
n
k
where H (x) = −x ln x − (1 − x) ln(1 − x) is the (binary)
entropy and we use that mint = qm. Binomial surprise then
becomes
S(V) ≈ −m[H (q) + q lnq + (1 − q) ln(1 − q)]
= mD(q q).
Thus, as expected, for large sparse networks the difference
between drawing with or without replacement is negligible.
B. Algorithm

Evaluating the quality of a partition using surprise shows
excellent results in standard benchmarks. In fact, it has been
shown that a meta-algorithm of selecting the partition with the
highest surprise, from a set of candidate solutions provided
by the best community detection algorithm solutions, outperforms any single algorithm by itself [15,21,34]. However, no
algorithm for directly optimizing surprise has been developed
yet.
The asymptotic formulation allows a straightforward algorithmic implementation in a similar fashion as the Louvain
algorithm [35], which was initially designed to optimize
modularity. The basic idea of the Louvain algorithm consists
of two steps. We move around nodes from one community to
another so as to greedily improve surprise. When surprise can
no longer be improved by moving around individual nodes, we
aggregate the graph and repeat the procedure on the aggregated
graph.
The aggregation of the graph is simply the contraction of
all nodes within a community to a single “community node.”
The multiplicities
 of the edges are kept as weighted edges,
so that wcd = i∈Vc ,j ∈Vd wij denotes the weight between the
new nodes c and d in the aggregate graph, where initially
wij = Aij . Here Aij = 1 if there is an edge between i and j
and 0 otherwise. We additionally need a node size to keep track
of the total size of the communities, similar to [29]. Initially,
we set this
node size to ni = 1, and upon aggregation the node
size nc = i∈Vc ni is set to the total number of nodes within
the community.
One of the essential elements of the Louvain algorithm is
that the surprise of the partition on the aggregated graph is the
same as the surprise of the original partition on the original
graph. This ensures that moving a node in the aggregated graph
corresponds to moving a whole community in the original
graph. In other words, if V denotes the partition of G and
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V = {1,2, . . . ,r} denotes the default partition of the aggrecalculating
gated graph G , then S(V,G) = S(V ,G ). For 
surprise in the aggregated graph, we then use mc = i,j ∈Vc wij

as the internal weight and nc = i∈Vc ni as the community

size and n = c nc . With the other definitions remaining the
same, it is straightforward to see that S(V,G) = S(V ,G ).
Notice that the same formulations can also be applied to the
original graph, when using wij = Aij and ni = 1.
Using this formulation of the aggregate graph, it is quite
straightforward to calculate the improvement in surprise when
moving a node. Before we move node i from community
c to community d, assume we have mint internal edges and
Mint possible internal edges.
The total weight between node i
and community c is wic = j =i∈Vc wij and similarly between
node i and community d, with a possible self-loop of wii . The
new internal weight after moving node i from community c
to community
 d is then mint = mint − wic + wid . The change
in Mint = c ( n2c ) is slightly more complicated. After the
move, we obtain nc = nc − ni and nd = nd + ni , so that
m
Mint = Mint + ni (ni + nd − nc ). Finally, we use q = mint and
M
q  = Mint . The difference in surprise for moving node i from
community c to community d is then simply
S(σi = c → d) = m[D(q q) − D(q q )],

(6)

where we denote the community of node i by σi (i.e., σi = c
if i ∈ Vc ). The algorithm can then be simply summarized as
follows:
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III. COMPARISON

We now review how surprise compares to some closely
related methods. There are many other methods still, and we
cannot do all of them justice here. For a more comprehensive
review, please refer to [6,38].
A. Modularity

Although relatively recent, modularity has rapidly become
an extremely popular method for community detection. The
general idea is that we want to find a partition, such that
the communities have more internal links than expected. In
its original formulation, modularity assumes a null model in
which the degree ki of a node is fixed [16], the so called
configuration model [39]. This implies that the expected
number of internal edges is
mc  =

Kc2
,
4m

(7)


where Kc = i∈Vc ki is the total degree of nodes in community
c. Modularity compares this value to the observed number
of edges mc within the community and simply sums the
difference. The measure is usually normalized by the total
number of edges, obtaining


1 
Kc2
mc −
.
(8)
QCM (V) =
m c
4m
This random graph null model represents the configuration
model, where the degree dependency of the nodes is taken into
account. We therefore refer to it as the CM modularity.
Alternative derivations of modularity have been proposed,
some of them with different null models [17]. Surprise
implicitly assumes a null model in which every edge appears
with the same probability p, as in an Erdős-Rényi (ER) random
graph. The number of expected edges in a community of size
c is thus
 
nc
mc  = p
.
(9)
2

function OPTIMIZESURPRISE (Graph G)
while improvement do
σi ← i for i = 1, . . . ,|V (G)|.  Initial partition
while improvement do
for random v ∈ V (G) do
σv ← arg maxd S(σv = c → d)
end for
end while
σi = σσi  Community in original graph.
G ← AGGREGATEGRAPH (G)
end while
return σ
end function

Incidentally, our formulation for surprise for the aggregated
graph yields a weighted version of surprise. While keeping
the same formulation of surprise as in Eq. (2), we only
need
of q and q. Then q =
 to change the definitions

c /w, where wc =
c w
i,j ∈Vc wij is the internal weight and
w = ij wij is the total weight. Assuming then a uniform
distribution of weights across the graph in the random graph,
the expected weights of an edge would be w, which would not
show too much deviation. The total possible internal weight is
then wMint , while the total possible weight would be wM.
Hence, q = Mint /M remains unchanged.
We provide an open-source, fast and flexible C++ implementation of the optimization of Surprise using the Louvain
algorithm. It is suitable for use in PYTHON using the IGRAPH
package. This implementation is available from GITHUB [36]
as LOUVAIN-IGRAPH and from PYPI [37] simply as LOUVAIN
and implements various other methods as well.

Plugging this null model into modularity, we obtain its ER
version [17],
 
1 
nc
QER (V) =
.
(10)
mc − p
m c
2
There is an interesting relationship between this ER
modularity and surprise. Given that p = m/M, we can write
 
 mc  nc
2
QER (V) =
−
(11)
m
M
c
c
= q − q.

(12)

By Pinsker’s inequality this is related to the KL divergence as
q − q 

1
D(q q),
2

(13)

and, therefore,
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community is unlikely to contain many links at random (high
surprise), perhaps there are still communities elsewhere in
the random graph that contain so many links. Therefore, we
should compare the two more formally to make more exact
statements.
Asymptotically, significance is defined as
 nc 
D(pc p),
(15)
Z(V) =
2
c

ER Modularity

×106
4
Quality

×106
4
2

2
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Comparison of bounds. We show the
quality of partitions of a lattice in r communities. ER modularity
quickly reaches a maximum for few communities (we show 2mQ2ER
rather than QER for comparison). Both significance and surprise reach
a maximum for many more communities. This illustrates that ER
modularity is simply unable to discern partitions with such a high
number of communities. The inset shows the same data, but on a
logarithmic x axis.

This implies that whenever surprise is low, modularity is
also low. Whenever a good partition (in the sense of being
different from random) cannot be found by surprise, it is
unlikely that modularity will be able to find one. While
Eq. (14) is sometimes tight, on some partitions surprise can
be much larger than modularity, making it more likely to be
selected as optimal, while escaping the scrutiny of modularity
optimization. In this sense, surprise is more discriminative than
modularity
To illustrate this, consider a one-dimensional circular lattice
with neighbors within distance 3. In other words, node i is
connected to nodes i − 3 mod n to i + 3 mod n (excluding
the self-loop). We create partitions consisting of r communities
by grouping consecutive nodes such that n/r nodes are in the
same community. The ER modularity reaches its maximum
with just a few communities (Fig. 1). Modularity indeed
often detects only few communities, part of the problem of
its resolution limit [23,24,29]. Both surprise and significance
(see the next section) still increase, whereas ER modularity is
already decreasing again. ER modularity may not be able to
discern partitions with many communities, whereas surprise
and significance can. On the other hand, when surprise goes to
0, we see that ER modularity indeed also goes to 0, showing
the upper bound provided by surprise.
B. Significance

Significance [22], a recently introduced objective function
to evaluate community structure quality, presents an approach
similar to surprise. Surprise describes how likely it is to
observe mint internal links in communities. Significance, on
the other hand, looks at how likely such dense communities
appear in a random graph. Comparing the two measures is
not immediately straightforward. On the one hand, if dense
communities are unlikely to be present in a random graph (high
significance), then a community is also unlikely to contain
many links at random (high surprise). On the other hand, if a

where pc = mc /( n2c ) is the density of community c, p is the
density of the graph, and D(x y) is again the KL divergence.
Significance also showed a great performance in standard
benchmarks and helped to determine the proper scale of
resolution in multiresolution methods [22].
Both surprise and significance are based on the KL divergence to compare the actual number of internal edges to the
expected one. However, they do so in different ways. Whereas
surprise compares such difference using global quantities, q
and q, significance compares each community density pc to
the average graph density p.
This implies, among other things, that only significance
is affected by the actual distribution of edges between
communities. In particular, moving edges from a denser
community (with a high pc ) to a sparse community (with a
low pc ) generally decreases the value of significance. This
means that if all communities have the same density, ceteris
paribus, significance is minimal. This intuition is confirmed
by convexity of the KL divergence (see Appendix B), so that
significance is lower bounded by
Z(V)  Mint D(pc  p),
with the weighted average density
 
 nc
mint
q
2
.
pc  =
pc =
=p
Mint
Mint
q
c

(16)

(17)

Convexity of the KL divergence also shows that
Z(V)  S(V)

(18)

whenever q < p (see Appendix B). To gain more insight,
we can slightly rewrite q to obtain
 nc 
 2
n
1 n2c
q = cn 2 ≈ c2 c =
.
(19)
(2)
n
r nc 2
Then, in general, q will be inversely proportional to the
number of communities and increases with the variance of the
community sizes nc . Hence, if the number of communities
is relatively large (small q), or the network is relatively
dense (large p), significance is more discriminative than
surprise. However, in the case that q > p, Surprise can
be more discriminative than significance (see Appendix B).
Notice that if q = p, then pc = q, so that D(pc  p) =
D(q q) and significance and surprise values are close to
each other. Therefore, the two measures are expected to behave
relatively similarly, especially for q ≈ p. Nonetheless, in
dense networks with many communities significance would
be more discriminative, whereas for fewer communities or
sparse graphs, surprise would show a better performance.
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IV. LIMITATIONS

Although modularity was lauded by the possibility to detect
communities without specifying the number of communities,
this came at a certain price. One of the best known problems
in community detection is the resolution limit [23], which
prevents modularity from detecting small communities. It
thus tends to underestimate the number of communities in
a graph and lumps together several smaller communities in
larger communities. Moreover, this depends on the scale of
the graph, so that modularity has a problem of scale. It was
shown that this is the case for both ER and CM modularity and
that other null models also suffer from the same drawbacks
[24]. In fact, most methods are expected to suffer from this
problem, and only few methods are able to avoid it completely
[29]. Additionally, there is also a lower counterpart to the
resolution limit, leading to unnecessary splitting of cliques
[40,41]. Finally, modularity is also myopic, cutting across
long dendrites [42]. Another fundamental limit in community
detection is called the detectability threshold [32], which
also has some counterintuitive effects [43]. This prevents any
method from correctly detecting communities beyond this
threshold. The asymptotic formulation of surprise enables us
to understand better how it performs with respect to these
limitations.
A. Resolution limit

The resolution limit is traditionally studied through the ring
of cliques [23]. This is a graph consisting of r cliques (i.e.,
completely connected subgraphs) connected only by one link
between two cliques to form a ring. This is one of the most
modular structure possible: We cannot delete more than one
link between communities and still keep it connected, while we
cannot add any more links within the cliques. When a method
starts to join the cliques, it can no longer detect the smaller
cliques, and so, a fortiori, cannot detect less well defined
subgraphs either. We denote by q1 (and q1 ) the (expected)
proportion of edges within communities for the partition where
each community contains a single clique and use q2 (and
q2 ) for the partition where each community contains two
cliques. To facilitate the derivation, we work with self-loops
(and directed edges), so that the total number of edges is n2c
within communities, respectively. Let r denote the number of
cliques. Then, obviously, n = rnc and m = rn2c + 2r. For the
partition of each clique in its own community we then obtain
q1 =

n2c
1
, q1  = ,
+2
r

n2c

(20)

while for the partition with two cliques merged we obtain
q2 =

n2c + 1
2
, q2  = .
2
nc + 2
r

Hence, q2 = q1 +  with  =
difference of surprise is

1
n2c +2

(21)

and q2  = 2q1 . The

S2 − S1
= D(q2 q2 ) − D(q1 q1 ),
S =
m
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which works out to
q2 q1 
1 − q2 1 − q1 
+ (1 − q1 ) ln
S = q1 ln
q2  q1
1 − q2  1 − q1
q2 1 − q2 
+  ln
.
(23)
q2  1 − q2
Approximating r − 2 ≈ r − 1 ≈ r, we obtain
r q2
S ≈ −D(q1 q2 ) − q1 ln 2 +  ln
.
2 1 − q2

(24)

Solving for r at the point at which S = 0 yields
r=2

q1
1
1 − q2
exp D(q1 q2 ) 2  ,
q2


(25)

n2
c

which scales as r ∼ 2n2 so that for larger r surprise starts to
c
merge cliques.
Working out the inequality for both CM and ER modularity
we obtain that r ∼ n2c . Hence, the number of cliques r at which
modularity starts to merge cliques lies considerably lower than
for surprise and grows linearly with the square of community
sizes rather than exponentially. So, although surprise shows a
similar problem as modularity, it only starts to show at really
large graphs, so is unlikely to be a problem in any empirical
graph. Indeed, this demonstrates exactly the key difference
between modularity and surprise: The first is unable to detect
relatively small communities in large graphs, whereas the latter
has (nearly) no such difficulties.
B. Detectability threshold

In order to study the detectability threshold, we first
introduce the planted partition model. This means that we
build a graph such that it will contain a specified partition:
We plant it in the graph. We create n nodes and assign each
node to a certain community. An edge within a community
is created with probability pin , whereas an edge between two
communities is created with probability pout . We define the
probability of an internal edge pin and the probability of an
external edge to be, respectively,
pin =

(1 − μ)k
μk
, pout =
,
nc − 1
n − nc

(26)

so that the average degree is k and μ is the probability that an
edge is between communities. When μ = 0 all links are thus
placed within the planted communities, whereas for μ = 1 all
links are placed between the planted communities. Uncovering
the planted communities correctly is trivial for μ = 0 but
becomes increasingly more difficult for higher μ. The average
degree within a cluster is kin = (1 − μ)k, while the average
degree between clusters is kout = μk. We denote community
sizes by nc for the r different communities.
Notice that, most conveniently, q = 1 − μ, while q =
2
1 nc 
. We can thus easily calculate Splt the surprise for the
r nc 2
planted partition. Since S > 0 by definition, communities can
n2 
thus only be detected when 1 − μ > 1r ncc2 . This yields the
rather trivial detectability threshold of

(22)
022816-5
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r−

n2c 
nc 2

r

.

(27)
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In the case of equisized communities, this reduces to the
[19].
familiar trivial threshold μ < r−1
r
However, due to stochastic fluctuation, the communities
become already ill defined prior to the threshold. Indeed,
S = 0 provides a rather naive bound, since S > 0 also in
random graphs. In general, S = 0 for both trivial partitions
of one large community and n small communities (since then
q = q), so that optimizing surprise in a random graph will
yield some partition with strictly positive surprise. This implies
that at some (lower) critical μ∗ the community structure is
essentially no longer discernible from the community structure
in a random graph. Hence, we should not consider when
Splt > 0 but when Splt > Srnd , where Srnd is the surprise
attainable in a random graph. We first examine the case with
r = 2 and nc = n/2. Previous
√ literature found a detectability
threshold for kin − kout  kin + kout [32,44,45]. Beyond this
threshold, the optimal bisection becomes indiscernible from
an optimal bisection in a random graph. This threshold thus
coincides with the expected number of internal edges for an
optimal bisection in a random graph. We can use this to
calculate Srnd (2), the maximum surprise for a bisection in a
random graph. Let us denote by qrnd (2) the probability an edge
is within a community in the best bisection for a random
graph. Substituting kin = qrnd (2)k and kout = [1 − qrnd (2)]k
and solving for qrnd (2) yields


1
1
1+
.
(28)
qrnd (2) =
2
k
We thus obtain Srnd (2) = mD[qrnd (2) 12 ] for the maximum
surprise for a bisection in a random graph. If Splt (2) < Srnd (2),
the planted partition is no longer optimal, and we will
likely find an alternative partition with surprise equal to
Srnd (2). The threshold is then μ∗ = 1 − qrnd (2), congruent with
previous results. So, in general, surprise is expected to show
similar behavior concerning the detectability threshold as other
methods.
However, this analysis restricts itself to finding the same
number of communities (i.e., two in this case), while it is
possible that an optimal partition would split the graph in
more communities. In other words, we need to compare the
surprise of the planted partition to the maximum surprise in
a random graph, while allowing more than two communities.
Although the expected value of the maximum surprise in a
random graph is not easy to find, a random graph is likely to
contain a near perfect matching. Using that, we can derive a
lower bound on the expected surprise in a random graph. In
such a perfect matching there are r = n2 communities which
contain one link each. For a graph that contains m = nk
edges, then q = 2k1 , while q = n2 . This leads to a surprise of
n
approximately Srnd ( n2 ) ∼ n2 ln 4k
. Hence, whenever we obtain
n
that Splt  Srnd ( 2 ), optimization should find another partition
than the planted one. In the case of two planted communities,
ln n
we require that D(1 − μ 12 )  2k4k to make sure that we still
detect the two clusters. Although we cannot solve explicitly
for μ, this inequality shows that n is bounded above by
n  4ke2kD(1−μ

1
2)

.

(29)

If n grows large, there is likely some structure arising from
random fluctuations within the planted communities. Notice

that there are likely better partitions than a perfect matching.
We can therefore expect the actual critical n for which the
planted partition is no longer optimal to be lower.
We can similarly derive such thresholds for ER modularity.
For a perfect matching the ER modularity is Qrnd ( n2 ) = 2k1 − n2 .
Then solving Qplt  Qrnd ( n2 ) gives us an estimate of when
ER modularity is likely to find an alternative partition (i.e., a
perfect matching in this case). The critical μ∗ can in this case
be explicitly derived and yields μ∗ = 12 (1 − k1 + n4 ). However,
the detectabilitythreshold is already reached before that point

at μ∗ = 12 (1 − k1 ), leaving n essentially unbounded. Again,
there will be better partitions than a perfect matching, so
that n may still be bounded to some extent. Nonetheless, this
shows that ER modularity is less affected by the size of the
communities than surprise and is less likely to find substructure
within the planted communities.
In summary then, surprise does not tend to suffer from
the resolution limit, but does quickly find substructure due to
random fluctuations. ER modularity, on the other hand, suffers
from a resolution limit, but tends to ignore substructure in
communities. Stated differently, for a planted partition model
with r communities and n = rnc nodes, surprise and ER
modularity work well in different limits. Whenever r → ∞
with nc fixed, surprise works well, but ER modularity works
poorly. Whenever r is fixed but nc → ∞, ER modularity works
well, but surprise works poorly. An interesting question would
concern which method would work well for both limits.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We here confirm our theoretical results experimentally.
We first show numerically that the asymptotic formulation
of surprise provides an excellent approximation. Second, we
validate the inequalities between surprise, significance, and
ER modularity. Third, we show the different limitations on
surprise and modularity. Finally, we demonstrate that the
asymptotic formulation of surprise performs very well in LFR
benchmarks [46].
For comparing the asymptotic formulation with the exact
hypergeometrical and binomial formulation, we used regular
rooted trees with three children. To create such trees, we
first create the root node and add three children to this root
node. We then keep on adding children to the leaves of the
tree until we obtain the desired number of nodes. We use
trees to minimize the number of edges to prevent numerical
problems with the hypergeometrical and binomial formulation.
Using relatively large numbers results in numerical issues,
preventing a comparison to the asymptotic formulation. We
optimize asymptotic surprise using the Louvain algorithm to
find a partition on this graph. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the
approximation is quite good, and the approximation ratio tends
to 1. Notice that the number of nodes in these graphs is limited
to 200, whereas complex networks are usually much larger.
Hence, we expect the approximation to be accurate for any
real network.
To demonstrate the limitations on surprise and (ER)
modularity, we create some test networks with a planted
partition. We generate networks with average degree k = 10
and set μ = 0.1. In the first test, we create networks with fixed
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Approximation of surprise. The asymptotic formulation of surprise, using the KL divergence, approximates
well both the binomial and the hypergeometric surprise. The inset
shows the approximation ratio Sasym /Shyper and Sasym /Sbinom , both
going to 1 for large graphs.

community sizes nc = 10 and vary the number of communities
r. In the second test, we have fixed the number of communities
to 2 but vary the community size nc from 10 to 500. We
consider whether the planted partition remains optimal by
analyzing the quality of the planted partition Splt (or Qplt
for modularity) and the partition found through optimization
S (or Q for modularity). Whenever Splt < S we thus know
that the planted partition remains no longer optimal. The
results shown in Fig. 3 clearly confirm our theoretical analysis.
In the case that r → ∞ with fixed nc , surprise does well,
whereas (ER) modularity suffers from the resolution limit.
In the case where r is fixed to r = 2, but nc → ∞, surprise
does less well, as it tends to find subgraphs within the two
large communities. Modularity also has problems identifying
the optimal bisection. Indeed, the uncovered partitions do

0.8

1

FIG. 4. (Color online) Inequalities. In most cases significance is
more discriminative than surprise, which is more discriminative than
the ER modularity, so that Z > S > QER . These inequalities clearly
hold over the whole range of the mixing parameter μ for LFR
benchmarks (n = 104 ). For ER modularity we display 2mQ2ER , as
used in Eq. (14).

not coincide exactly with the planted partition, even though
the modularity value remains rather similar. Such partitions
are likely to occur because of the degeneracy of modularity
[20]. Nonetheless, our results show that the modularity of the
planted partition remains (nearly) optimal, whereas surprise
for the planted partition clearly diminishes compared to
surprise of the uncovered partitions.
We also tested the various methods more extensively using
benchmark graphs with a more realistic community size and
degree distribution [46]. We set the average degree k = 20
while the maximum degree is 50 and follows a power law
degree distribution with exponent 2. Planted community sizes
range from 10 to 50 for the “small” communities and from
20 to 100 for “large” communities. The planted community
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ER Modularity
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Quality Ratio
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Quality ratio
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Limitations on community detection. We construct graphs with a planted partition, with a probability of an edge
between communities of μ = 0.1. We show the quality ratio SSplt between the quality of the partition found by optimization S and the quality

of the planted partition Splt (and similarly for ER modularity). Hence, if the quality ratio SSplt > 1, the planted partition is no longer optimal.
In the figure on the left we consider the case for fixed community size nc = 10, but increase the number of communities r. The results show
that in this case surprise finds the planted partitions, whereas ER modularity has more difficulties, in line with our analysis. This is mostly due
to the resolution limit in modularity, which underestimates the number of communities. In the figure on the right we consider the case of a
fixed number of communities r = 2 but an increasing community size nc . In this case, surprise quickly finds other partitions than the planted
partition, whereas modularity remains closer to the planted partition, consistent with our analysis. This is mostly because surprise tends to find
substructure in the rather large communities arising from random fluctuations, which thus overestimates the number of communities. However,
modularity also has some difficulty in finding the planted partition. This figure shows the average over five replications for each setting, and
the error bars show the standard deviation.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Benchmark results. The first row shows results for “small” communities, which range from 10 to 50, while the
second row contains results for “large” communities, ranging from 20 to 100. The community sizes are power-law distributed with exponent
1. We set the average degree k = 20 and the maximum degree is 50, which follows a power-law degree distribution with exponent 2. Both
surprise and significance perform very well, especially for relatively large graphs, where ER and CM modularity fail. This difference is more
notable for smaller communities, for which both ER and CM modularity have difficulties. This is, in part, due to the well-known resolution
limit and in line with our earlier analysis.

sizes are also distributed according to a power law, but with an
exponent of 1. The parameter μ again controls the probability
of internal links.
In Fig. 4 we show the function values for surprise,
significance, and ER modularity. This clearly shows that the
inequalities hold over the whole range of mixing parameters.
At the same time, they show very similar behavior to
each other. Although this could indicate a relatively similar
performance, we next show that this is not the case.
In Fig. 5 we show the benchmark results for the four different methods. Surprise and significance performances are very
good and clearly much better than both modularity models.
Notice that surprise and ER modularity use the same global
quantities. However, the use of the KL divergence gives the
former a much greater advantage, as expected from Eq. (14).
LFR benchmark graphs have a clearer community structure
for larger graphs. The critical mixing parameter at which
the inner community density equals the outer community
density is roughly μ ≈ 1 − nnc , so that with growing n this
threshold goes to 1. Both surprise and significance start
to work better for somewhat larger graphs, consistent with
the clearer community structure. This is in a sense the
opposite of both ER and CM modularity. Their performance is
worse for larger graphs, consistent with our earlier analysis of
the limitations of community detection.
VI. CONCLUSION

Community detection is an important topic in the field of
complex networks, as it can give us a better understanding
of real-world networks. Here we analyzed a recent measure
known as surprise. We developed an accurate asymptotic
approximation, based on the KL divergence which we use
to develop a competitive new algorithm. Applying this algorithm to standard benchmarks, we show its great potential.
Significance, another quality measure also based on the KL
divergence, performs similar to surprise.

We showed analytically that surprise is more discriminative
than modularity with an ER null model. This is mainly due
to the use of the KL divergence to quantify the difference
between the empirical partition and the null model. The larger
the network and the smaller the communities, the better KL
methods perform with respect to modularity. Indeed, whereas
modularity suffers from the resolution limit, this problem
(nearly) does not affect surprise. On the other hand, surprise
tends to find substructure in larger communities, arising
from random fluctuations, whereas this problems appears less
prominent for modularity. In short, modularity tends to work
well in the limit of community sizes nc → ∞, keeping the
number of communities r fixed. Surprise, on the other hand,
works well when r → ∞, keeping the community sizes nc
fixed. Stated differently, modularity tends to underestimate
the number of communities, whereas surprise tends to overestimate the number of communities. The question of which
method works well in both limits deserves further study.
The slight differences between surprise and significance
stem from two things either the one or the other measure
ignores. Significance relies on the fraction of edges that
are present within a community. It thus implicitly considers
missing edges within communities, because this fraction is
relative to the total number of possible edges within that
community, which surprise does not. Surprise, on the other
hand, considers the fraction of total edges that fall within
communities. It thus implicitly considers edges that fall
between communities, whereas significance does not. Indeed,
it should be possible to address these shortcomings by also
explicitly examining missing links (for surprise) or links
between communities (for significance).
Another shortcoming is that surprise does not depend on the
actual distribution of the internal edges among communities.
One way to address this issue is to consider edges for all
communities separately, by using a multivariate hypergeometric distribution. In that case, we would be interested in
the probability to observe mcd edges between communities
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c and d as

 nc nd 
cd

Pr(Xcd = mcd ) =

m

M  cd .

(30)

m

Again deriving an asymptotic expression, we arrive at

qcd
= mD(q q),
qcd ln
S(V) = m
q
cd 
cd

(31)

APPENDIX A: ASYMPTOTIC SURPRISE

As stated in the main text, q denotes the fraction of internal
edges, so that we can write mint = qm. Since m = p( n2 ) =
pM, we thus have mint = qpM. Similarly, we can write Mint =
qM. Hence, we obtain
m = pM,

(A1)

mint = qpM,

(A2)

Mint = qM.

(A3)

Notice that all quantities now depend on M. We only take into
account the dominant term, so to obtain
qM (1−q)M 
p(1−q)M




qM pqM (1 − q)M p(1−q)M
pqM
p(1 − q)M
 q 
1−q pM
1−q
= − ln p−pN q
.
q
1−q

S(V) = − ln

(A6)
(A7)

The term p−pM is independent of the partition and we ignore
it, which yields
S(V) = −pM q ln

1 − q
q
+ (1 − q) ln
.
q
1−q

(A8)

Using pM = m, we can rewrite this to
S(V) = mD(q q),

(A9)

where D(x y) is the KL divergence [31],
D(x y) = x ln

x
1−x
+ (1 − x) ln
,
y
1−y

(A10)

which can be interpreted as the distance between the two
probability distributions q and q.
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of the binomial coefficient, which reads
   k
n
n
.
≈
k
k
Hence, for the dominant term, we obtain

where qcd = mmcd is the fraction of edges between communities
c and d and qcd  the expected value.
Interestingly, the extension of surprise in Eq. (30) is
identical to a stochastic block model (using an ER null model)
[47,48]. However, Karrer and Newman found that this method
did not work satisfyingly [47]. This might be because the
measure does not focus on communities specifically, but rather
on all types of block structures. Hence, there is no reason why
a community structure should maximize this likelihood, rather
than any other type of block structure. One possible way to
address this is to compare our partition to the ideal type we are
looking for, rather than maximizing the difference to a random
null model. This would be an interesting avenue to consider in
future research.

S(V) ≈ − ln
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,

(A4)

pM

which corresponds to the probability of observing exactly mint
M
internal links. The binomial coefficient ( pM
) is independent of
the partition, so we ignore it. We use Stirling’s approximation

APPENDIX B: SIGNIFICANCE

We can calculate the approximate difference of moving
an edge from one community to another. Assume we move
an edge from community r to community s. The change
in the density will be approximately pr − n12 and ps + n12 ,
r
s
respectively. The corresponding difference in significance will
be approximately
 

1
2
p − D(ps p)
Z(V ) − Z(V) = ns D ps + 2 
ns 
 

1
p − D(pr p) (B1)
+ n2r D pr − 2 
n 
r

∂
∂
≈
D(ps p) −
D(pr p)
∂ps
∂pr
p s 1 − pr
= ln
= Z.
1 − ps p r

(B2)
(B3)

This quantity is particularly straightforward (the logarithmic
odds ratio), and if pr > ps the difference will be negative, and
if pr < ps this quantity will be positive. Moving edges from
a denser community to a less dense community decreases the
significance. In other words, making two densities more equal
decreases the significance. Repeating these steps, we should
expect to find the lowest significance when the communities
are of equal density.
Alternatively, by convexity of the KL divergence, we obtain
for significance that

 
 
 
 nc 
 nc

2
(B4)
Z(V) 
D
 nc  pc 
p .
2
c 2
c
c
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pq 
Mint
p + (1 − λ)D(0 0)
λD
=
λ
q 
 

Mint
pq 
λp

D λ
λ
q 

Realizing that mc = pc ( n2c ), we see that

c

nc 
 2nc  pc =
c

2

mint
q
.
=p
Mint
q

(B5)

Notice that this can be interpreted as an average internal density
pc  as stated in the main text. Using this we arrive at
 

q 
p .
Z(V)  Mint D p
q 

(B6)

Hence, the significance of a partition with different community
densities pc is generally larger than a partition where all
mint
communities have the same average density pc = M
. Notice
int
q
that p q should be bounded by 1 so that q > q > pq in
general.
This points to a bound such that Z(V)  S(V) when q <
p in the following way. Define λ = q
so that λ < 1 if q <
p
p. Again applying convexity, we obtain

= mint D(q q) = S(V).

(B8)
(B9)
(B10)

If there are fewer communities (i.e., if p > q), the
relationship is not entirely clear, but there are cases for which
surprise may be larger than significance. For example, if we
assume an equisized equidense partition with r communities,
then q = pcpq and q = 1r , and the difference can be written
as
1−q
1 − q
1 − pc
− Mint (1 − pc ) ln
.
1−p

S(V) − Z(V) = m(1 − q) ln

(B11)

(B7)

Indeed, if q > p, then S(V) > Z(V) for equisized equidense
partitions. Keep in mind, though, that an equisized equally
dense partition will have a lower significance in general, so
that this does not hold for q > p in general.
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